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Vol. LXIV, No. 15 
Awards Honor Three for Artistic Contribution 
by Judy Rousuck '73 
Wellesley's second annual Al· 
umnae Achievement Awards Din-
ner, held last Friday evening, 
honored three alumnae who have 
made significant contributions in 
the arts. Patricia Zipprodt '46, cos-
tume designer, Suntha Rama Rau 
·~. writer. and Phyllis Curtin '53, 
opera star. 
Presentation of the awards by 
Barbara Barnes Hauptfuhrer, Pres-
ident of the Alumnae Association, 
followed a reception and dinner 
held jointly in Bates and Freeman. 
Mrs. Hauptfuhrer began by addres-
sing the almost 250 students present 
as "potential alumnae award re-
cipients." She explained that stu· 
dents studying music, theatre, cre-
ative writing, and Hinduism were 
invited. Mrs. Hauptfuhrer gave a 
brief history of each award recipi-
ent, after which the three women 
gave short speeches of acceptance. 
Sociology Major 
Although Miss Zipprodt majored 
in sociology at Wellesley, she did 
take one art course here, and also 
did murals for the Well. After grad-
uation, she studied fashion design, 
graphic arts, and painting; and 
after an haute couture apprentice· 
ship with Charles James and Paul-
ine Trigere she concentrated on 
theatre costume design. 
Miss Zipprodt has had the 
unique privilege of having cos-
tumed five hit plays appearing sim· 
ultaneously on Broadway. For two 
of them, Fiddler 011 the Roof and 
Cabaret. she recehed Tony awards. 
She has done costuming for off. 
Broadway productions of The 
Blacks. The Balcony, Our Town, 
Oh, Dad, Poor Dad. for the film 
The Graduate, and approximately 
forty Broadway shows including 
Anya, 1776, Plaza Suite, and Zor· 
ba. She is now working on a new 
play by Archibald MacLeish en· 
titled Scratch. Some of her sketches 
are in the theatre collection of the 
Museum of the City of New York. 
Medieval Dilemma 
In her speech accepting the 
award of a gold pin in the shape 
of an oak leaf, Miss Zipprodt re· 
ferred to a statement made by her 
medieval history professor at Wel-
lesley: "How many angels can you 
get on top of the- head of a pin?" 
She then expl11ined that. "Every-
one associated with a play has to 
make the great leap to get on the 
head of the pin. It is an act of 
enormous collaboration." 
She went on to say that the pro-
duction of a play involves "a great 
deal of reduction of ego in the 
healthy sense of making your task 
fit the particular scheme.'' Speak-
ing of the theatre in general she 
said, "It's a way of life, and I'm 
proud to be a member of the com-
munity, and very proud tonight to 
be honored as a member of that 
community.'' Miss Zipprodt met 
with interested students Saturday 
morning at Jewett. 
Santha Rama Rau 
Miss Rama Rau, who is the only 
photo by Selly Stei11h•rt ·n 
Alumnae awud winner Petric:le ?.ipprocft spHks with stud.ms. Phyllis Curtin end Sant!.. Rema Rau, the otftw 
award winnen, will appear on <th• t•l•Y"i~ion show "For Women Today", Feb. 2C>. 
Her father was later Ambassador 
to the United States, and her 
mother was International Presi· 
dent of Planned Parenthood. 
troduced Miss Rama Rau by call-
ing her the woman , "who has 
seduced the West by illuminating 
the mysteries of the East." 
J/Juminator of the East 
Home to India, and her play w. 
the first draft of the dramatizati<ln 
of A Passage to India. 
one of the three women to have Even before entering Wellesley, 
majored at Wellesley in the field Miss Rama Rau had written for 
she is now pursuing, began her newspapers, magazines, and radio. 
first book, Home to India , while Since her graduation she has writ-
she was at Wellesley, and it was ten six books of non-fiction, two 
published in 1945, the year after novels, and numerous articles. She 
her graduation. After graduation, also wrote the dramatization of 
Miss Rama Rau spent a number E. M. Forster's A Passage to India, 
of years in Japan where her father which ran in both London and 
was the Ambassador from India. New York. Mrs. Hauptfuhrcr in-
Se n ate Dicusses Elections, 
Miss Rama Rau received her 
award by saying, "I am one of the 
few alumnae who can trace abso-
lutely directly my success to my 
experience at Wellesley. The mo-
ment I became a professional writ· 
er was when I was a senior at 
Wellesley doing se11ior comp." She 
explained that her assignment for 
the year was one full length book 
andonethrce-actplay. Herbook was 
She quoted her professor u 1111" 
ing. '''Don't get it right, just aet 
it written.' You can always ro-
write." she expla ined. "The hard-
est part is getting to the type. 
writer." Miss Rama Rau streued 
that Wellesley gives you the right 
attitude toward your career, "that 
it is nothing extraordinary." Mia 
Rama Rau. who is now Mrs. Gur-
din Wattles since her marriage last 
October to an American intema-
(continued on page 7J 
Board Chairman Announces Votes On Uniform Parietals 
by Mary Ruth Koehler '72 
Upcoming College Government 
elections dominated the first two 
Senate meetings of the semester. 
Details of election procedure and 
the limits of interpreting the con-
stitutional description of offices 
were the primary questions dis-
cussed. Jn social legislation Mon-
day night, Senate passed the system 
of parietals proposed by the Vil 
Juniors at the previous Senate 
meeting. 
The Trustee-approved parietal 
proposal will institute unform 24 
hour parietals for all students, with 
an initial six week adjustment peri-
od of limited parietals for fresh-
men. The freshmen would not be 
isolated from upperclassmen in 
dorms as they are this year, ex-
plained Clare Mankowski '72, 
Head of Vil Juniors. rt was recom 
mended that next year's Senate re-
view parietals next spring to de-
termine the success of the new 
system. The new legislation would 
become effective in the fall of 
1971. 
Polit1cal Corporation 
The question of constitutional 
interpretation concerned a question 
raised on the legality of interpret· 
ing the existing description of CG 
offices to allow the possibility of 
more than one person campaigning 
as a partnership for a single office. 
CG President Sue Irving '71, pre-
sented the question, stating that 
partnerships or corporations arc in 
some cases considered a single en-
tity. Sue emphasized that the ques-
tion under discussion was the le-
gality of such inter prctation, not the 
wisdom of a political partnership. 
Sue cited amendments and refer-
endum as channels for bringing 
about the change. 
In the ensuing discussion, Sue 
Siegfried '71 stated that such an 
iternprctation is usually an inter-
pretatfon of present need as it 
would be in Wellesley's case. Sue 
felt that Senate was in danger of 
becoming a defunct organization 
unless something were done to 
keep additional interested students 
involved. 
Precedent 
In opposition to the question, 
Debbi\! Edelson '72 (Cazenove) 
suggested that such an interpreta-
tion would set a dangerous prece-
dent. ranet Smith '71 (Shafer) felt 
that u partnership would create the 
idea of an unbeatable team and 
therefore stifle opposition. Sue 
Irving pointed out that a partner· 
ship might have the opposite effect 
and raise considerable opposition. 
Mrs. Melvin suggested a third 
alternati "e to the two previously 
given methods of proposing a 
change. Senate could legislate a one 
year experimental interpretation on 
a trial basis. The issue would then 
be reviewed by next year'i. Senate. 
Following Mrs. Melvin's suggestion 
that Election Committee should 
handle it, Page Talbot '72, vice-
president for on campus affairs. 
stated that next year's Election 
Committee could consider the ques-
tion but that nothing could be done 
through the Committee in time fer 
ekctions next month. 
Legality 
At this point. Mr. Phibb re-
quested a sense of the meeting vote 
on the question, reiterating that the 
question concerned the legal 
soundness of an interpretation, not 
whether or not such a team en-
deavor would be wise. The sense 
of the meeting was that the 
change could be achieved through 
legislation, with Senate defining 
limitations, rather than by amend-
ment. This decision is not binding 
and the issue must be raised at 
the next Senate meeting. 
Senate then turned its attention 
to mechanics of election procedure. 
Sue Irving explained that the ra-
tionale behind holding College 
Government elections at the same 
time as elections for Vil Juniors 
was to eliminate the situation of 
a studcl'lt not running for a CG 
office in order to run for Vil 
Junior. 
Solid Majority 
Mr. Ph:bbs brought up the sub-
ject of primary or run-off elections. 
He stated that it was i;11portant for 
an official to enter office with a 
majority or solid section of the 
student body supporting her. A 
motion which was left on the floor 
while Senate considered other mat-
ters. was later passed. The motion 
called for a run-off if no candidate 
received 45% of the votes. 
The Proposal concerning the 
new system for Senate student rep-
resentatives was reconsidered. A 
motion was passed legislating that 
.ill but one of the rcprc~cntatives 
from each dorm would retire in 
the spring with elections to the 
(cont i1111ed 011 11age 81 
Election of Three Members 
Nelson J. Darling, chairman of beginning in 1943, and was its 
the Board of Trustees of Wellesley chairman from 1947-1959. He wu 
College, has announced the elec- minister of King's Chapel in Bos-
tion to the Board of Carol Johnson ton, from 1933 until his retirement 
Johns. M.D., director of the gen- in 1955 when he was named minist-
eral medical clinic at Johns Hop- er emeritus. Dr. Perkins holds the 
kins University. He also announced A.B. degree and the S.T.B. degree 
the election of two former chair- from Harvard University. He holds 
men of the Board of trustees the D.D. degree from Meadville 
emeriti. They are the Rev. Dr. Theological School in Chicago and 
Palfrey Perkins of Boston, and the an honorary degree from Tufu 
Hon. Charles C. Cabot of Dover. University. 
Mass. The Hon. Charles C. Cabot serv· 
Dr. Johns. a 1944 alumna of ed on the board from 1943-1961 
Wellesley. did graduate studies at and for the last two of those eight-
the University of Cincinnati . In ecn years was board chairman. A 
1950 she received the M.D. degree graduate of Harvard in 1922 and 
from Johns Hopkins University. of its Law School in 1925, he is a 
where she has served as professor member of the Boston and Massa-
of medicine, associate director of chusetts Bar Associations. He has 
medical clinics, and since 1969 as served as an associate justice of 
associate director of the medical the Massachusetts Superior Court. 
out-patient department. Her spec- and since 1948 has been a member 
ial interests are chest disease and of the firm of Herrick, Smith, 
sarcoidosis. She is a member of Donald, Farley and Ketchum. He 
Phi Beta Kappa and of Alpha has long been active in charitable 
Omega Alpha, the honorary medi- and civic affairs. serving on the 
cal society. Dr. Johns has been boards of several hospitals and as 
active in alumnae affairs for Wei- chairman of the board of select-
lcsley. serving as secretary of the men of Dover. He is former chair· 
Baltimore Wellesley Club. as Mary- man of the board of directors of 
land district fund chairman. and the Massachusetts Bay Transporta-
for three years as chairman of geo- tion Authority. 
graphic representatives for the Na- .--------------
tional Development Fund of Wel-
lesley. Her husband. Dr. Richard 
J. Johns is professor of medicine 
at Johns Hopkins. They are the 
parents of three sons. 
Trustl!es Emeriti 
The Rev. Dr. Palfrey Perkins 
ser\'l!d eighteen years on the board. 
ALL COLJ.,EGE MEETING 
Today, Feb. 11, t:l5 
112 Pendleton 





During the past semester Wellesley News was often criticized for 
covering a limited 11mount of campus activity and an extensive amount 
?f local events. If this is a shortcoming, News can only see it as such 
m tenns of the College community and not of this publication. 
Basically, Wellesley seems 10 be going through an inactive period. 
Whether this is an apathetic reversal of last spring's political exuber-
ance or a return to academic diligence, News bas often found it neces-
sary to tum its journalistic pursuits to the Boston community at large. 
News submits that the presentation of a limited amount of campus 
news, as is reflected in this issue, is by no means ignorance of ensuing 
events. And, while News policy has always been to encourage campus 
activity, it has never been our policy to fabricate such news, or to draw 
out coverage for the sake of what would appear a more campus-oriented 
newspaper. 
The increasing metropolitan-orientation of News could be reversed 
however, if the College community would offer more events if infor~ 
mation sou~s would offer their knowledge, not only at the ~mpletion 
of a campaign, but during it as well, and iI this information would take 
on a less publicity-seeking and greater news focus. News reiterates, we 
are not an extended index. 
Above all, News seeks increased student participation. This first 
of all takes the form of a plea for an increased reporting staff. (see 
ad p. 6). Certainly, the more extended we can become, the greater op-
portunity we will have for extending the scope of the newspaper. 
Secondly, News is opening a new outlet for registering student and 
faculty opinion. In the past semester the few letters we received were 
more often presenting adverse criticism to articles than new ideas and 
opinions. Beginning in this issue, News is running an editorial written 
by members of the College community not associated with News. 
In all future issues we will keep a space open on the editorial page 
where members of the College community may present their opinions, 
discussion, and criticism of the issues, on campus and off, which interest 
them. We will continue publishing letters to the editor. The distinction 
is that outside editorials should be of a more extensive and general 
nature, not in the response form of "feedback." 
News does request that all editorials be signed, and as alwa)'I, we 
emphasize that News exercises the right to be selective. Due to our 
limited staff and the fact that we are a weekly and not a daily publica-
tion, we cannot possibly be aware of everything that is happening. We 
hope the College community will show interest enough to help remedy 
this situation. 
Re-stating some of the issues News editorials have stressed in the 
past, this year News will particularly push for the acceptance of the 
ABC/no credit, pass/no credit system now under consideration, coupled 
with the adoption of unlimited pass/ no credit, and greater flexibility in 
academic requirements. 
Above all, News seeks to provide its readers with the most dyna-
mic P.ublication possible. If this means waking up the student body, 
we will do our best. However, we fear that Wellesley College is in a 
state of hibernation, and we ask for their earnest and active response 
to disprove this. 
Anon: 
An Angry Elegy on An Anomie, An Anomaly non-Anonymous 
Where has justice gone? We wish we knew. 
Only one thing is apparent: that here at Wellesley College, it is 
fast being substituted by other means. Where it may formerly have 
stood as the equation between the beings that inhabit this campus, 
between faculty member and student, between administrator and staff, 
even between student and student, now only bureaucratic idiosyncrasy, 
bo~rgeois exploitation, petty-foggery, fraud, trickery and mockery ~ 
mam. 
Its conspicuous absence is manifest manifoldly: In simple matters 
such as rooming, where people in "doubles" are double-crossed, while 
singular persons in suites are not un-suite-ened; many are called (to 
pack their bags and make room for Guy) while the few who are chosen 
are inviolable ("her room is her room," we are told; and eo, cry in 
our tum, "my room is my room"). 
In the demand for fees for feats unfeasable: is it not true that 
electric fees do not, in fa~t. pay for electricity? and should room keys 
cry for 50c while rooms locks lie for Five Dollars? We are threatened 
by with-held grades, transcripts, and diplomas for bills unpaid: merci· 
lessly Marxist to mix this materialist maraudery with authentic acade-
mic ardor; And then, are Non-Residents Non-Entities? Co-Eds Cajol-
able? and Security Suspect? 
Consider these while also bearing in mind that the cost of "un-
skille~ ''.labor remains cheap: a driven team of dogs/ bitches executing, 
organmng, demonstrating, laboratory-prepping, guarding, fending, fil-
ing, smiling, wiling, defiling; have we heard of horse-power being gen-
erat~d at $1.60 an hour? Or more important matters such as "C" being 
considered an average grade while the institution simultaneously pro-
fesses to be one preoccupied with the preparation of students for gra-
duate schools ... 
Thursday, February 11, 1911 
feedback 
Write On! members from among the top 
scholars of each graduating class: 
tives being considered, except per-
haps co-education. go beyond the 
ph)Sical. financial and intellectual 
resources of the college. Wellesley 
is too small to try to compete with 
larger colleges and universities 
along the lines of graduate educa-
tion. programs with no time limit 
and programs for older students. 
downtown Boston campus exten· 
sions and day care centers. Further-
more I am surprised that any of 
these proposals can be considered 
when the Rare Book Library is 
without temperature and humidity 
control. scholarship aid is threaten· 
cd and faculty salaries are in need 
of being made more competitive. 
I was also surprised to learn that 
Bares. Freeman and McAfee, al-
ready luxurious dormitories, have 
been redone with redistribution of 
space, carpeting and new kitchen· 
ettes. This would seem to be at 
odds with the ever-growing social 
conscience of the Wellesley stu-
dents. 
To the Editor: 
I have heard much enthusiasm 
expressed on the part of both MIT 
and Wellesley students for a jour-
nalism course. I would think this 
would be a viable course. provid-
ing students with an introduction 
and perhaps interesting them in 
the News staff. There is no course 
I. Names of potentially eligible 
students will be compiled by the 
Eligibility Committee of the Chap-
ter from three sources: 
a. Names of students in the 
top 15% of the class at the time 
of the most recent calculation of 
academic standings. 
at MIT either. 
b. Names of seniors suggested 
by the faculty at large as those 
Leigh Marriner '72 whom they would rank as top 
scholars in the class. 
Good Trip 
To the editor: 
ln behalf of an the members of 
the Bus Company, I should like 
to thank the WeHesley community 
for a wonderful reception. Every-
one we met was most generous-
Professor Paul Barstow and his 
staff, Mr. Eric Levinson, the stu-
dent crews, the people who ar-
ranged such fine meals and accomo-
dations, and most importantly, the 
very fine audience. We arc most 
grateful. 
We look forward to visiting Wel-
lesley again very soon. 
c. Names of seniors suggested 
by their classmates as top scholars 
in the class. 
2. The Eligibility Committee will 
obtain from the major department 
concerned (rot limited to the 
Chairman's advice) a characteriza-
tion of each student on its list with 
regard to intellectual distinction. 
3. Listed students will be di-
vided into several groups by the 
Eligibility Committee and assigned 
to chapter faculty members who 
arc designated as active members. 
The latter, after consultation with 
appropriate additional members of 
the faculty and administration, will 
assess the students' scholarship. se-
. lecting those students whom they 
• J • Ranelh judge to be superior scholars and 
Peace, 
Director, The Bus Company of will give the Eligibility Committee 
THE NATIONAL THEATRE the names of those whom they 
lt.:STITUTE nominate. 
--------- 4. The Eligibility Committee will Greek Ideals assemble the names of students so 
The local chapter of Phi Beta 
Kappa voted recently to institute 
new procedures for electing under-
graduate members. The action was 
taken so that the chapter might 
be more able to recognize and en-
courage intellectual distinction on 
campus. 
According to a letter received 
from Allan W. Eister, President of 
the Eta of Massachusetts Chapter, 
the intention of the change is to 
try to move beyond election on the 
basis of grade point average alone 
by inviting recommendations from 
members of the faculty and mem-
bers of the senior (and later, 
junior) class. 
Elections Upcoming 
Mr. Eisler stated that since elec-
tions from the Class of 1971 are 
imminent. seniors and all members 
of the faculty are invited to sug-
gest names of Senior students 
whom they would like to see con-
sidered for election to one of the 
following members of the Eligibili-
ty Committee: Miss Dorothea Wid-
mayer. Department of Biological 
Sciences; Mrs. Carolyn S. Bell, De-
partment of Economics; Miss Mar-
tha Craig, Department of English. 
Recommendations must be in by 
February 15. 
Mr. Eister cited the following 
interim procedure established by 
the chapter for election of student 
nominated for presentation to a 
meeting of the Chapter called for 
the purpose of electing new mem-
bers. Students not nominated by 
their faculty evaluators may be con-
sidered for nomination by the 
Chapter at large. 
5. Election will be by a two· 
thirds vote of the Chapter mem-
bers present at a meeting called 
for this purpose. 
Inroads 
To the Editor: 
The enclosed Jetter probably will 
reach the Commission on the Fu-
ture of the College too late to be 
taken into account in current de-
cision-making. However, l still 
wanted to make my ideas known. 
To the Members of the Commis-
sion: 
First 1 would like tu remark that 
I would like to have attended the 
regional meeting at the end of Oc-
tober and wonder why the meet-
ings were held on a Thursday and 
a Friday. Not everyone studying 
and working could get time off to 
attend. Are most of Wellesley's 
alumnae free of week-day obliga-
tions? 
Rereading my first dralt of com-
mentary I discovered that all my 
remarks had in common the ap-
prehension that all of the altema-
Instead of taking a competitive 
stance with regard to other col-
leges and universities as evidenced 
by consideration of progress simi-
lar to those already existing else-
where and as evidenced by the 
upgrading of luxury housing into 
super-luxury housing, Wellesley 
should concentrate on being an in-
novator in a category by itself. The 
proposal which seems most origi-
nal and promising to me is that 
of accep1ing undergraduates young· 
er than the traditional college age. 
Why not accept a whole class of 
17 year-olds and see how they fare; 
Margaret Clapp once expressed 
concern that secondary schools 
would be hostile to such a pro-
gram since by all logic they would 
lose their best senior students. Let 
them be hostile and forced to up-
grade their own programs! 
Most of the other proposals be· 
ing considered-programs with no 
1ime limits to permit work/ study 
combination!>. Boston. campus ex-
tensions. day care centers for child-
ren and greater privacy and inde· 
pcndcnce in living arrangements 
rcnect educators' growing aware-
ness that society holds the student 
in animated suspension for too long 
a time. Education extended to age 
30 severely strains the material 
resources of society and forces the 
student to look upon himself as a 
non-participator and non-contribu-
tor well beyond the age when it 
is well for him to do so. Endless 
postponement for those wishing to 
marry and have children carries a 
woman beyond her best child-bear-
iflg years. Pushing back the age for 
college entrance attacks the root 
of all these problems. 
As for co-education. I am not 
violently opposed to it but l do 
doubt that anyone at Wellesley 
realizes how radical a change co-
:ducation would bring. Yale. in 
its second year of co-education at 
the undergraduate level. still em-
phasizes the needs of its male stu-
dents to the detriment of its wom-
denl glory? 
such as the dire stringency in grading, whence papers handed in a 
day or so, or even just hours, late are marked "F" for 'Fail' (who has 
defined what "failure" constitutes?); while boring bureaucracy bears 
the Board (Academic Review) and bares the bored, and bores. the 
bared (late papers, we are told, have also to undergo the rigorous rio-
marole of Review) . . . 0 
discover be but a mirror-image of our peers? Thus, it seems, we have 
only to look at the demise of certain implementations at Harvard or 
Yale or Vassar or Dartmouth or Connecticut to learn that such pro-
grams are quite detrimental to, or altogether unfeasable for, WELLES-
LEY. Are we succumbing miserably to the "lessons of history," rather 
than evolving new ways by- which we, in learning from these same 
lessons, find solutions to the problems that have baffled our Sisters 
et al.? It seems it would be easier to avoid these problems altogether by 
merely not facing the issues! Are we, thus, seeking justification for our 
inaction by laying down other precedents as the law? Far better to take 
the "risk" inherent in adapting certain innovations than to remain mo-
tionless in our stagnant status quo for where, after all, is the danger of 
regression? Isn!t it time that Wellesley thought for herself, that we con-
front ourselves, create our own experience? 
My apprehension notwithstand-
ing. I shall be the first to wish 
Wellesley every success if co-edu· 
en. furthermore. it was relatively 
easy for Yale to find a first group 
of assimilable females: where will 
Wellesley find four half-classes of 
gentle-hearted men capable of con· 
fronting woman in all her indcpen-
c:11ion i~ begun . such as scholarships: sympathetic seduction, random ransom, or a lease on life? 
And so on, ud in/initum. 
We have just learned that the Wellesley College Commission will 
release its much-anticipated report only in April. Docs this evidence the 
existing phenomenon of general malaise on this campus? Procrastina-
tion eventually obviates the necessity for action ... 
We wonder, however, whether any portion of the Report will deal 
a1 all with the administration of justice? or with the just administration 
of matters? We await an answer. Perhaps it would be expedient and 
cf~ic?cious to af p~int, as has been talked about in higher circles, a Com-
m1ss1on on om1ss1ons: 
yes, justice has. only too often, been omitted. 
In the meanwhile, we learn much of the commission's deliberation 
on th~ course it hopes to chart for Wellesley (for the next century, no 
le~s) is hopelessly tangled up in the sticky twine, boggled in the unholy 
mire of our Contemporaries' Confusion. Could the 'identity' it hopes to 
We do reiterate: we must recuperate; let us regurgitate these misfor-
tunes we have so glibly swallowed .. . 
Meera Coelho 72 - Judy Moore '71 
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J>81!(('. 
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B.U. Professor Zinn Criticizes 
Vietnam War, U.S. Oppression 
Cox Declares Joy, Singing 
Necessary for Peace, Hope 
by Susan Dolan '73 
''Tonight Mr. Zinn will talk to 
us about 'The fndi vidual versus the 
State.' " So Howard Zinn , Boston 
University professor, author, and 
civil rights activist was introduced 
last Thursday night at Babson, and 
a good thing it was that the sub-
ject was so explicitly stated, for it 
was a long and laborious route that 
Mr. Zinn took before touching on 
tha t theme. 
Zinn's talk was the first in a 
series of lectures entitled "Festi-
mol of Mind Liberation-Part 11 " 
at Babson this month. The greater 
part of his speech was given over 
to what are now becoming the 
slightly ovenvorked polemics of 
Vietnam war protest. and. more 
generally, co the fate of the indi-
\'idual's right to dissent under our 
judicial system. While his speech 
was replete with examples of bru· 
t.1lity in Vietnam and oppression 
:lt home, it was yet lacking in any-
thing more substantive than the 
generalizations those details were 
Jesigned to back up. 
The problem was not with the 
generalizations themselves, to 
\\hich his college audience was 
probably predisposed, nor even 
\\ ith his delivery which was prop-
erly off-hand, with just the right 
amount of sarcasm and "y'knows" 
to establbh a rapporr with the 
audience. Rather. the problem was 
that once he had stated his basic 
premise of the brutality of the war 
and the injustice of the US. judi-
ciav svstem. Zinn did little to 
.:laborate upon that premise or 
~timulate further thought on the 
audience's part. 
Zinn sees the current domestic 
scene as •·remarkable" when ex-
amined from an historical view-
point: the spectacle of Vietnam 
veterans, nuns, priests, lawyers, 
even prize-fighters both criticizing 
the war and actively resisting in-
volvement in it is one which he 
terms unique. This spectacle sug-
gests to Zinn a cultural as well as 
a political revolution in a "good 
part" of the American public, in 
which millions are now question-
ing the fundamentals of society, 
government, and war. 
These millions are beginning to 
doubt the beneficence of United 
States foreign policy, and its defi-
nitions of " pa triotism" and "na-
tional security" which seem to re-
quire imperialism and death . Ac-
customed to their Mr. Fix-it men-
tality which insists that the ma-
chine can be fixed while still 
running, Americans are finally be-
ginning to realize that something 
is fundamentally wrong wi th the 
mechanism. 
Freedom Fruitless? 
Zinn would disagree with those 
who would answer that at least we 
Americans have the freedom to 
criticize our governmen1's policy. 
If freedom of expression is not 
translatable into changes in deci-
sion-making, he says, then it is 
merely a harmless device for the 
release of society's frustrations. and 
ci1es the past six fruitless years 
of teach-ins and defections. 
"Freedom is like money," Zinn 
theorized, "some of us have a little, 
and some of us have a lot." If you 
don't believe that maxim, then the 
next time you feel harassed by a 
local authority, "Cite the Consti-
tution-it always has a tremendous 
effect upon your local policeman." 
.. Due process" is reduced by 
Zinn to the built-up "rigamarole" 
of rocedura l ri hts which ou be· 
lieve " if you go by the textbooks, 
y'know.'' But if you examine the 
judicial process, you find that " it's 
riddled with possibilities for in-
justice which are often realized;" in 
fact, ''the only thing that's miss-
ing is the crown on the judge's 
head." 
As an example of this injustice, 
Zinn uses his encounter with a 
73-year-old woman juror who 
could not even hear the proceed-
ings, and states that 13 of the 24 
grand jurors in the New Haven 
Black Panther hearings were 
friends of the sheriff. By indicting 
people like Danie l Berrigan for 
conspiring to kidnap--by enforcing 
whichever laws it chooses when-
ever it chooses-the government 
focuses the public's attention away 
from more real kidnappings like 
the draft and the removal of Viet-
namese from their ancestral homes. 
Demystification 
The conclusion Zinn draws from 
all these examples is that things 
are not merely marginally or tem-
porarily wrong, and we must begin 
to "demystify" the "tangle of defi-
nitions which keep the structure 
together." Not until enough people 
realize that everything we have 
been taught needs to be re-exam-
ined will a basic change take place. 
Most of Zinn 's statements, how-
ever rhetorical, undoubtedly need 
to be made. Since last spring's 
outpouring of political adrenalin, 
1he New Left generally and the 
peace movement in particular seem 
10 have languished. 
Perhaps we need to be hit 
over 1he had repeatedly in order 
to remain attentive. but, unfortu-
nately. while some of Mr. Zinn's 
swings were dazzling, they some-
how missed their mark. 
by Bailey Van Hook '74 
How can we sing the Lord's 
song in a strange land?" was Har-
vey Cox's question last Sunday in 
Houghton Chapel. The bearded 
theologian, author of The Secular 
City and Feast of Fools, dealt with 
this problem taken from a psalm 
with an emphasis on the need for 
celebration in life. 
Cox said joy and an affirmation 
of life are as basic and necessary 
as songs of peace and war. But to-
day we ask whether it is "possible 
or responsible to allow ourselves 
to be joyful." 
Berrigan: Example of Joy 
Cox gave the photograph of 
Daniel Berrigan's capture as an ex-
ample of joy in this strange and 
hostile land. Berrigan was hand-
cuffed between two FBI agents yet 
his joyful face contrasted sharply 
with the sour expressions of the 
other men. 
This to Cox was "a sign of peace 
and hope" because Berrigan was 
still obviously hopeful 1hough on 
his way to prison. He was still 
capable of celebrating and affirm-
ing Me. 
Nothing to Do but Sing 
"How can we do anything else 
but sing songs which keep us 
alive?" Cox asked, since "singing 
suggests what life might be." We 
must "play in evil times," this joy 
being "creatures' basic affirma-
tion," laughter "hope's lasl wea-
pon." 
Cox felt that if we "can say yes 
to one moment, we can say yes to 
all eternity. "This affirmative re-
sponse means not giving up the 
fight for what might be. 
Hope for Celebration 
He cited two specific examples 
which ave him ho e that we can 
celebrate life. Cox saw " the re-
jection of the tyranny of cognition" 
as especially important in the field 
of education. 
Education has made the "chances 
of integrating heart and head 
scarce." Cox asserted it has too 
long separated feeling from the 
learning process. But Cox hopes 
that "touching and celebration 
maybe wilt someday be part of 
education." 
Another Promisi11g Sign 
The second promising sign is 
"the rejection of the tyranny of 
competition."· shown by the "search 
for community life" with the em-
phasis shifted from pitting men 
against each other. He expressed 
the opinion that God intended us 
to be "creatures in mutuality, co-
operation, reciprocity and perhaps 
in love,'' Again he ci1ed 1he class· 
room as the fosterer of the mentali-
ty that stresses competition to a 
degree where one person must be 
defeated for another to win. 
Songs and laughter, argued Cox, 
can successfully lampoon "the situ-
ation which appeals to the preda· 
tory instincts of man." Eventually 
"we will find each other. Hands 
that have refused the gun ... will 
join" and a "new type of human 
community will come from the 
wreckage." 
Ecume11ism l'S. Competition 
In the churches today we are 
beginning to express this idea by 
ecumenism. the rejection of the 
nolion of compotilion between re· 
ligions. " If we sing even in this 
captive land then ... the vision will 
persist and we will not die. bul 
when 1here is no vision. as the 
prophet says, the people will surely 
die" concluded Cox . 
A DYLAN MASTERPIECE. 
"It came on the radio in the late 
afternoon and from the first note it was right. 
Bob Dylan bringing it all back home again. 
"Then 'New Morning' [tide song] ca.me 
on. Like an early mist. So clean, so sweet. 'This 
must be the day that all my dreams come true.' 
What a love song! What a message to all of us 
blinded as we are by paranoia, grimly trying 
to see through the murk and the smoke and 
the blood. 'So happy just co be alive 
underneath the sky of blue ... ' 
"God it's beautiful ... it is the most 
reassuring thing that has happened this year 
of the bombings." 
-Ralph J. Gleason, Rolling StO#e 
"Put simply, 'New Morning' is a superb 
album .... If poetry can be a story that must 
be sent by telegraph, then this is certainly one 
of Dylan's foremost achievements as a poet. 
Words, music, singing, piano work, all of the 
highest order. 
"It seems almost superfluous to say that 
this is one-0f the best albums of the year, one 
of Dylan's best albums, perhaps his best. In 
good conscience, all I can really say is get it 
yourself and prepare to boogie." 
-Ed Ward, Rolling Stem~ 
Bob Dylan!'New Morning." 
On Columbia Records ~ 
and Tapes 
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Schneider Vibrates With Jazz Rabbi Discusses Feminine 
In Bible, Ancient M·ythology by Anne Christopulos '73 The emphasis was on rhythm last 
Saturday night at Schn'eider Center 
when jazz returned to Wellesley 
with the ·appearance of the JPJ 
Quartet. Budd Johnson, the saxo-
phone player and arranger for the 
group, opened the program with 
the statement that "rhythm is part 
of everyone's life." For t'he next 
two hours the audience was expos-
ed to a special kind of rhythm 
that only jazz can provide and the 
kind of jazz that only musicians 
like these can provide. 
The JPJ Quartet includes Oliver 
Jackson and Budd Johnson, who 
both played here last fall with 
Bobby Hackett. Fortunately, the 
campus advertisement this time 
contained the tenn "jazz concert" 
instead of "jazz demonstration." 
Group Together, Separate 
Hackett explained then that the 
members of the quartet were just 
going to play their music and hope 
that everyone enjoyed it. Everyone 
did, and the musicians obviously 
\!njoyed playing it. They also show-
ed that they loved what they were 
d<>ing, creating an excitement that 
spread throughout the large crowd 
by Nancy Anderson '74 already represe11tative of this shift," 
.. , . . he said. "We see it as a masculine 
l ve been very mter~t.ed i_n the dominated work that nevertheless 
~~ole .~uest of the !emmme m re- has some female residue." This is !~g1on, stated _Rabbi Ever~tt Gend- not to say that male dominance has 
Im. T~e oc~asion wa~ an mformal always been. Rabbi Gendlin cited 
talk-discuss10n gathenng of Welles- the work of Bachofen, who, in 
l~Y. students last Thursday that ~f- looking beneath the classical myths 
~1c1ally center~d around the ,topic, found many instances of female 
The,,Woman m Myth and B1bbcal domination and consequently theo-
Cult. rized that a matriarchal state once 
In prefacing his talk Rabbi existed in ancient times. 
Gendlin emphasized that some of The feminine Biblical cult, which 
the things he would be saying doesn't coincide directly with the 
a~ut the issue were not neces- female, was the subsequent focal 
s~r1ly. related to the present day point of Rabbi Gendlin's talk. He 
situation; th~ place of the woman pointed out that people were ex-
a!'d the fe~mme has ~~~ con- tremely reluctant to give up wor-
s1derably . sm~ the imhahon o~ shipping the queen of the heavens, 
male dommation. However, Rabbi even in the face of Jerusalem's per-
Gendlin said, "We can feel free sistent preachings that there is only 
to indulge in the fantasies and one God. 
myths of women in ancient Juda- Hundreds of years after the 
ism." monotheistic concept had been in-
that good jazz attracts. pfroto by S•lly St.infr•rt '72 
The program included numbers JPJ Q111rt.t go-Ht •II togWl-her 1_.,., FTiday niqhi at Sdm•idar Cenit.,. 
To illustrate the idea of theory troduced, people were still wor-
that women once occupied a signifi- shopping their goddesses. "There 
cant position in determining the re- is still the live issue of the femi-
Hgious, social, and political pat- nine in Judaism,'' remarked Rabbi 
terns of the time, Rabbi Gendlin Gendlin. "The feminine compo-
cited several passages from the nent has never died." 
Bible. One was concerned with the Moon Worship 
that proved that this group is real- as deep as, his instrument. zy Gillespie. 
ly together. as well as those that Dill Jones, the pianist, was fea- One of his more unusual adapta-
crossing of the Red Sea, in which This feminine tendency is also 
the entire song of the sea was ini- revealed in the worship of the 
tiated and carried out by the pro- moon, long associated with the fe-
phetess Miriam and her female fol- male. The new moon has been the 
lowers. "Thus, the women had object of great celebrations. It has 
some significant cultic place,'' com- been customary to light candles on 
gave each member the opportunity tured in several numbers, one of tions was that of "Three Horses" 
to shine separately. As he did last which was the traditional "test" from Shrovetide Suite which he 
time. Oliver Jackson shone the for piano players - "Carolina picked up in Russia. It furnished 
most brightly with an exciting Shout" - to see whether they're a departure in the program from 
drum solo in ' 'Oliver's Twist," that "together" (as Jackson put it in conventional jazz. In "Raindrops 
drew the biggest ovation of the his introduction.) Jones was. He Keep Falling on my Head," featur-
.evening. Using the " tools of his also played the famous "Honey- ing Johnson on the rarely-heard 
trade" and whatever else it takes suckle Rose" in a tribute to Fats soprano sax, he illustrated the 
to make a drummer one of jazz's Waller. "marriage" that has taken place 
mented Rabbi Gendlin. the eve of the new moon, to wear 
Inheritance Rights costumes, and to eat especially well. 
He cited 1wo other passages that Rabbi Gendlin concluded his in· 
indicated woman had social and formal talk by saying, "It is im-
financial power. One stated that it portant to realize that women had 
was the man who left the tribe to a status at early periods of Juda-
join his wife's tribe after their ism very different from today," 
marriage, demonstrating that in- but that "the feminine component 
heritance passed through the worn- of Judaism has persisted, however 
an. A verse in one of the proverbs suspiciously viewed." 
best, Jackson completely held the f ohnson Leads Quartet between pop (rock) and jazz. 
attention of the audience with his In a tribute to another great The JPJ Quartet has been to-
display of rhythmic intricacies and jazzman Budd Johnson played gether since August 1969, but each 
a fine control of dynamics. "Body and Soul" made famous by member had previously become fa-
Ovations Appreciative Coleman Hawkins. In this and mous and successful individually. 
The second longest ovation was in other numbers Johnson demon· The Treves Fund and the Schneider 
given to the bass player, Bill Pem- strated the ability that made him Board joirrtly sponsored the con-
berton, who soloed on "Give Me one of the leading saxophonists of cert. .The Wellesley community cer-
the Simple Life." Adding to the the '30s and '40s. He has played tainly participated in a very beau-
uniqueness alone of a bass solo with, written for, and arranged for tiful musical experience, and judg-
were Pemberton's vocalizations such greats ·as Louis Armstrong, ing by the large and responsive 
along with , and in a voice almost Count Basie, Earl Hines, and Diz- audience, appreciated it. 
reveals that women not only had Tantalizer 
the legal right to own land in their The discussion following the talk 
name, but also had independent in- tended to center around more con-
heritances. temporary issues. The question 
Oedipal Complexes, Fixations 
To point out the contradictions whether family law was ·biased, and 
or the differing attitudes towards if so, how, was brought up. Rabbi 
the male-female relationship re- Gendlin pointed out, in answering 
vealed by the ancient myths, Rabbi someone's conjecture that it was 
Gendlin related two opposing ones. slanted towards women, that the 
One was the epic of King Solo- female can't initiate divorce pro-
mon and the Queen of Sheba. The ceedings. 
Frustrate Dracula, Viewers 
latter, hearing of the great wisdom "Woman is not a nothing and 
of Solomon, decides to question please don't get me wrong," he 
him and is utterly awed by his great said, "but they do have serious 
sagacity and profundity-clear- disabilities." The fact the women 
by Dorothy £. Curran '74 
Viewing A Freudian Interpreta-
tion of Dracula is one thing. View-
ing it at the Rose Cafe on Lincoln 
Street is another. And finding Lin-
coln Street, much Jess the cafe and 
the play by 8: 30 on a Saturday 
night when you aren't able to 
finish choking down a long-awaited 
meal at Durgin Park until 8: 25 is 
another thing altogether. 
The ticket-seller who greeted us 
at 8: 40 was Steven Hart, Dracula's 
director. He assured us to our im-
mediate gratification that the play 
had not yet begµn due to some 
technical difficulty and pointed us 
into the next room. There we took 
our places among twenty other 
members of the audience on a con-
glomerate of chairs. 
Not many more persons could 
have been expected, a fact which 
caused one to wonder whether the 
subject of the play was chosen to 
accommodate the needs of the cafe 
or vice-versa. The upper portion of 
the rough cement walls and vari-
ous plumbing of the low-ceilinged 
room were painted grey; ithe bot-
tom section was black: an ideal 
setting for an intimate, charnber-
music type of performance of 
Dracula. 
Unconscious Tripping 
The progression of the drama 
was often difficult to follow and 
sometimes verged on obscurity. 
One constantly had the sensation 
of being in a dream. Bizarre cos-
tuming and dim lighting enhanced 
the feelings of unreality evoked 
by the plot, but the experience 
was never a nightmare. The situ-
ations were never sufficiently hor-
rible to wake the audience into 
active consciousness. 
Even the sight of Renfield (Ray 
Rue) sporting his frizzly bush of 
hair, Jeering eyes, baby doll dress, 
and licking handfuls of blood from 
his fingers was not a total gross-
out. He simply had an oral fixa-
tion manifested by his incorpora-
tive greed for and possessive ten-
dencies toward his flies and spiders 
and by his oral aggressiveness. 
That he kept his hands so unusual-
ly busy indicated that his phallic 
stage must have been a total dis-
aster in repression. That he puIJed 
a nail out of his shoe and used it 
to pierce his eye seemed symbolic 
of an unusual Oedipus complex. 
I d-iosyncrasies 
Renfield could also have been an 
exponent of the pleasure principle 
of the id. ·Certainly Dracula was 
such a figure: his quest for im-
mediate gratification was rampant 
to say the least. His nightly ap-
pearances could be regarded as the 
emergence of the id's unconscious 
desires in dreams, and his daily 
return to the earth of his burial 
could be analyzed either as a need 
for return to the womb or simply 
the submergence of the desires of 
the id in the unconscious during 
wakeful hours. The wives of Drac-
ula were constantly present down-
stage right embodying Freudian 
themes in their exhibition of vari-
ous phallic tendencies. 
Dr. Seward (Fred Wagstaff) , 
perceptive champion of virtue, de-
veloped as the superego through 
his struggles with Dracula. His 
two subservient parts were Harker Jy an example of male superiority. are merely observers in the mass-
(Bill Olland) , Lucy's fiancee, who The other "story" concerns oriented Jewish religious ceremony 
came across as conscience despite Alexander the Great and the wid- was also brought up. Confusion as 
a blatant oral fixation; and Lucy's owed queen of India, Candis. Wor- to why this is so was apparent. 
father, Professor van Helsing ried about the approach of Alex- " It's .as if the woman is a walking 
(Scott Nye), who assumed the ander's army to her country, the sex tantalizer,'' one girl said, im-
more passive role of ego-ideal. queen wants to have a direct con- plying •that the separation of the 
Lucy herself semed to be the frontation with him, but is aware males and females was necessary so 
ego. Although she resisted the id that he, as a form of self-protec- that the male could concentrate on 
and was constantly working out tion, always fights in disguises. his worshipping, not on the wom-
solutions to various problems, she Consequently, she has someone in an sitting next to him. 
encountered great difficulty from her court who has seen Alexander It was not so much the separa-
Dracula and often found herself sketch his face. She is thus able to tion but the fact that the female 
capitulating to him against her will. pick him out at a large, formal has a subordinate role that bother-
In the end the superego and its gathering and strolling up to him, ed most people. There was also 
parts prevailed in their quest to confidently say, "King Alex, you speculation as to what the cere-
save the ego from the id pleasure have conquered the world, but a mony would be like if there were 
principle. woman has bested you." Alexander complete separation and the fe-
View from the Couch was reportedly so taken aback that males organized and carried out 
At the conclusion Dr. Seward he returned all of the queen's land. their own. 
stepped forward and directed the This episode, unlike the preceding One girl objected to this, saying 
audience over the din to ". · .just one, points m an element of status she was annoyed by such sharply 
pull yourself together and remem- of females . defined division~. "I want some-
ber that there really are such Rabbi Gendlin went on to talk thing that goes beyond the mascu-
things." At this point the inco- about the gradual domination of line and feminine and into the hu-
herency of the entire production the male. "The Bible as a whole is man experience,'' she said. 
began to assume a definitive char· ,--------------------------.. 
acter. Previously the discrepancy 
between the strength of the drama-
tists' individual performances and 
the weakness of the plot progres-
sion had seemed inexplicable. 
Now as Freudian symbols began 
to rise rapidly to the surface, as 
consciousness began to return, one 
realized that the work had been 
a representation of the character-
istics of one's own mind. The ex-
perience had all the distorted 
qualities of a dream certainly. but 
as such it caused one to realize 
that it was an experiene of the 
mind that was not concluding but 
really only beginning. You qirls certainly go for• m•n in unHorm! 
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Women Begin '71 Campaign EB-~!:.., ~otes 
by Amy Daunis '74 A final, interesting demand made vis will be present. "Ibe EB-WElL progiam is off to a fnsh 9lalt b seooi-1 een>eBta', 
with a new adlDnistrative ~ and nne new projedts 41> adtidao to Jane Pollock, head of the New was for the repeal of alJ Massa- The Coalition temporarily 'Bdopt- llbe ~ ad:iBJing from la9t .!11!11leeta'. 
!ngland Women's Coalition, asked chusetts laws regarding sexual be- ed the Structural Proposal for the Mns. ~etim d 'Orso, a resident at. Ea.st Bostal (88 White St.}, a 
111 men to leave the room before havior, such as prosecution for any Coalition outlined at the Jan. 23 been named as Mr'. Lo&::1's aWT'Jlni!f.mti.ve ~~am in the AB-WELL pa> 
·ontinuing the meeting last Satur- extra-marital sex or homosexual meeting. With the open mass meet- gram. 9le ~Died ttJQ.t she will ar.it as "a bridge between Wellesley and 
~ lay at Boston University. Miss Pol- activity. The women arc also or- ing as the highest authority, de- East BoStoo," he.ndmrg schedules .for Welles1ey girls ~ in the com-
ock is a member of the Massachu- ganizing a march to the statehouse cisions are to be made here on munity, JDding m~ oo ~ and in EBst Boetoo for Pis .kMiYed 
;t.tt.s group of N.O.W. (National on March 23, the first day of the the basis of one woman, one vote. in the ~proj~, and~ Mr. I..onmn Jn bis dulles. 
::>rganization of Women). abortion and child-care hearings. The steering and work committees She is i'~ nnpnsged wMt the,,SCDpe ol. ttie EB-wn.L IDJP'8JI1: 
Barbara Zilber presented a gen- Coalition with Davis will carry out the decisions of the 00-.Vever, she said that s!udent projecta am'lt be j\mlt dreams - we mullt 
·al introduction of what has In addition, the Coalition sent mass meetings. get~~ ·muc11 wade wilh social~· the Boalml 
Jrought about the need for solid- a telegram to the lawyers of An· . . . a:rea i~ • ...c~ the Girt ScllUlll and ~ adlloo m 1rom Che 
lrity within the mcw,.mcnt. She gela Davis demanding a just trial The steenng committee will next ' ... _.._...."' ~• 
. ed . 'd Th F b 18 t 7 baii.nel9B paint ol view. Sie recerlly rdMmed to coHege after seYS'8l Y9n Khrutt that there 1s a great 1 co- and decided Lo invite a speaker meet on urs., e · a p.m. in btl!!anel!B, ~ from SalErn Slate CbUEge in 1le wittt a deeree in 
ogical disparity between various representing Miss Davis to the at the .Boston YWCA in room businesB adnmistration. 
women's organizations but urged April 17 rally. From Mar. 19-21 a 601. The committee will then de- ~ Casa1e '71, the~ ~ lat 9el'llel!lter, lat 
:hat the primary need was to pre- Congress to Unite Women will be oide upon the date of the next mass been named student ro-ordinedxlr lor the EB-WUL prognun. 
sent a united front . She rl!minded held, probably at Radcliffe, at meeting. Those interested should PROJllC'l'8 - !be indMdual project! inwived 1!1 EB-wn.L have been 
the group of the achievementa of which both the Coalition groups watch for announcements in B.AD. re-grouped to provide a beda- orgllJJiZ.aA1on. The projeclls are l'PIV ~
Aug. 26 and professed her belief and groups representing Miss Da- and the Phoenix. .in Eleven genend ~es. . . . 
in this new coalition. ~ tir9t general~• eduol&n. In addl&n (0 the arttm.•rc 
control over Bodlinedie!, L!~~s 'Reardon' Entertains Boston ~ ~ ~~ U:e:= : ~jeds~ ~ ~ 
Jeanne Lafferty out '""l?ro- rpnigram .is being tnitia.ted at tile EaSt lbltorl Hit!:h Sdlool 1tis will Involve 
posals from the Jan .. 23 mee~g. t:me ~ .moi. and iit '-Vil be argarUe<i 00 .the tJaSs of a t:riaqpdar Everyone at the prevt0us meeting Broad.way boui.id And Miss Rear· a biology teach~ in the same high ireWionshlp between the tutor 1be iteaicher and the tutee. Studentlt in 
had considered the possibility of don Drmks a. Little opened. Tues- school .. ~s ?,er sister before she was the high scmol requestEKl ~ mt od.y kt academic stbjeas, but a1S> 
a mass rally sometime in the spring day at the .Wilbur .Theatre m ~os- taken ill. . 1J1 special amW.llies such as ~t:h'Y and art. EDcll tlllnr will b:lpeftjly 
with two main demands: 1) wom- ton . . Am1;1smgly . witty and ~Ulc~- . The plot pro~resses with not so have a gl'<Jl.1> df tutees, rather than just one. Volunteers are deaperetely 
en's control over their own bodies movmg, 1t conf1J1DS Paul Zmdel s smcere sympathies that concerned needed for this program. 
and 2) women's control over theU: established previous reputation. He onlookers express as they visit the The reorea.t:ioo segment of the project a.J.S> involives a new program, a 
own lives is currently the proud author of "sick" Miss Reardon. Each has We11E9ley Fihn Sooiecy series of tiJms to be stown et a CDlllWDillY dud! 
When Miss Lafferty opened the The Effect of Gamn;ia Rays .on really come to th.e R~rdons, how- near one of the East ~ ~ Jr<>jeots .. ~q ~ ~ 
floor to discussion the women ex- Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds, which ever, for furthenng his own pur- wont at the Eai;t Bostoo SoCiral Cletter am special cle&JMJp projectB m the 
pressed a variety of viewpoints. The !s a current off-Broadway success pose. . . cornn~% ~jedls ilrltJde ~ YiQic in MAPNAC and \\Uk llitlb 
group debated and finally approved m .. New. York;, . . !J?iver~al Deviant . Mbiqiu Fttaro, the newly~ected representative m the 9late legklebft 
the decision for a mass rally on Mangolds, wmner of an Obie The v1S1.tors mc~ude the mame.d on poDutioo OOUs to be pre9ellted to the stale l..p.nt.Jre. • 
the Boston Common on April 17. Award, has also been a~arded. the Reardon Sister, Cetl Adams who 1s The legal aid ~eot w1I be expanded ttDs semester with the adWon 
Everyone felt the need to reach New York Dl1'ma Cn~1cs Circle plaY_ed by Nancy Ma~chand and a of several volunteer pos&tims in 1be ~ legal a.ld omces. Als>, the new 
the still uncommitted women in the Award for Best Amencan Play. Jewish couple, the Steins, played by ~ lbBng Project Tenants' Rights Organizail!ioo neeas mJdem 
Boston area. And Miss Reardon Drink3 a Little Rae Allen and Bill Macy. Each to aid In~ am acttvaq tenants on rent issues. 
Abortion Child.Care is an auspicious beginning for suffers from a subtle sanity devia- The ~ office Jr<>ject and the related ~ at t.utoriqr tor 
A discussion' of the platform future Zindel endeavol'6 on the tion of his own. As each sympa- ex.fleroln add!clB need several WEiiesley vdunteers. The ad:liCJlg are ~ 
followed and accordingly the Broadway stage. thetically-self-indulgently " helps" tutDred so that tile',Y oan.obt'ain he:r tqh sdiooi equiwleney d'pbnas. The 
group r~tified these main 'state- Ill Old Maid ~nna, each. thrivet1 o!'- the s~ge ~ project invdves worlcllqt as a "~ !Mter" with juven-
ments· t) Free abortion· no one The play focuses on the apart- 1diosyncrac1es of which Cathenne ... , -n...c....- .......--. --.....a....i Ao.-
. . the R rd . C th d A re 'cf ~"ew •'""& .......... _....,.~--..._es, a---·~ ...,.. folk m8SllE8 and *1lilar 
should be deprived of a legal abor- ment of ea on sisters. a · an nna a v1 ims. ~ ·aire row open !br We~ studenlS ~ 1D Sister Mal'-
ticn because she can't pay the erine Reardon, portrayed by Estelle But one realizes, as the play gaTet ~ a lllElllber at !tie EB-~ Steer.i~ Oommttt 
doctor's bill 2) a demand for com- Parsons, is a spinster 11ssistant of progresses, that the two Reardon The APJi.c project needs voluDl:eers to stat.f an ~~~· a>aperative munity-cont~lled day-care centers a. hi~ school wh~ liv~ with her sisters are only. represent'Btives of at the EB-WELL Center. ~. aoottier oxnmunity <qmJimtion, needs 
on a free 24-hour basis, and 3) like-wise old maid sister Anna, everyone else m the room, and \dlmteen to resee.reh and orgamze projects to ~ l5m!mie1 ~
equal employment with the slogan played by Julie Harris. Anna, who therefore the world, who is just into the ttt1w111rity. The bee.lb ~ project .iB sW In need at. voitD> 
"Equal Pay For Equal Work." has apparently gone mad, had been (continued on page 7) (continued on page 8) 
"First it was iust 
lol&po'-s and candt 
but as the music bullt, 
oranges hit the air, 
then whole bags of 
h• '' potato c 1ps. -zygote 
Poco's music turned the 
Shea Stadium Summer 
Festival into a carnival. 
Zygote magazine also said, 
"People were so refreshed by 
their music, so awakened by 
their sheer exuberance, that the 
stands erupted in freaky joy. 
People started throwing things 
to each other." 
But every time Poco per-
forms, there's some special 
excitement. They bounce. They 
laugh. They pull audiences into 
their fun .. And part of their fun 
is always new l'Ongs. That's 
what excites them so they can 
excite you. 
POCO."DELIVERIN' !' 
A LIVE, NEW ALBUM. 
That's why Poco's new 
album is live. And new. While 
most live albums have only old 
songs, Poco's has five new 
songs. Plus two Buffalo Spring-
field tunes that they've never 
recorded. 
There's also a new acoustic 
version of "You'd Better Think 
Twice." And then two or three of 
the other songs that turned the 
summer festival into a picnic. 
ON EPIC RECORDS AND TAPES. 
Page Six 
Students Demand Rights 
by Laura Trowe 73 
High schools haven·t traditional· 
ly been the focus of effective poli-
tical involvement. Lately, however, 
the high schools have followed the 
lead of many colleges in the re-
evalua_tion of the role of the ad-
ministration in school policy and 
an increase of rights for students. 
Last summer the Greater Bos-
ton High School Rights Committee 
was formed by five students. Its 
goals arc to secure the rights to 
hand out leaflets and hold peace-
ful demonstrations on school prop-
erty, have due process in disciplin-
ary actions, freedom of speech and 
dress. have control over their own 
personal files, open school elec-
tions, and control over the student 
newspaper. In addition, the stu-
dents. are asking to be able to 
publish and distribute unofficial 
publications, exercise a student-
te&cher veto over the firing of 
teachers, participate in strikes, and 
resist requirements to salute the 
rlag. 
The Greater Boston High School 
Rights Committee has also gotten 
help from legal groups such as the 
Harvard Law and Education Cen-
ter and the Massachusc11s Law Re· 
form 1 lnstitute. These groups have 
won two important students' rights 
cases in Federal Courts. Jn one 
the First Circuit Court of Appeals 
upheld a district court ruling which 
reinstated a Marlboro High School 
student who had been suspended 
by the principal because of his long 
hair. The other case involved a 
Quincy student who was prevented 
from distributing antiwar and stu-
dent rights leaflets. The court ruled 
in his favor. 
Increased Awareness 
Newton High School in Newton. 
Mass.. seems to be a forerunner 
in the trend in increasing student 
rights. It has no dress code. an 
open campus, and students are al-
lowed to distribute leaflets on cam-
pus. This year for the first time 
there is a class on criminal law 
which cannot but increase student 
awareness of legal rights. It is the 
only such course in the area and 
is a ttended by faculty as well as 
students. 
Mr. Mechem. the principal of 
Newton High School, believes that 
the problems in high schools are 
past the legal stage now. Now that 
certain rights have been granted 
10 students. it will be a question of 
"human allitudcs" that will solve 
the problems in high schools today. 
What you should know about diamonds 
when you know it's for keeps 
You've dreamed about your 
diamond engagement ring a thou-
sand times. But now that you 
know it's for keeps, it's time to 
stop dreaming and start learning 
about diamonds and their value. 
Because no two diamonds 
are exactly alike, jewelers have 
adopted exacting standards to de· 
termine the relati~e value of each 
and every diamond in the world. 
These standards include a dia· 
mond's size (carat weight), color, 
cut and clarity. 
COLOR: Fine white diamonds are 
quite rare and valued accordingly. 
Other shades in relative order of 
their worth are: blue, yellow, 
brown and black. 
CUT: The cut of a diamond- the 
facets placed on it by a trained 
cutter-brings out the gem's fire 
;,md brilliance. Anything Jess than 
correct cut reduces beauty, bril-
liance and value. 
CLARITY: Determined by the ab-
sence of small impurities. A per-
fect diamond has no imp11rities 
when examined under ten power 
magnification by a trained eye. 
CARAT: A diamond's size Is 
measured in carats. As a diamond 
inaeases in size, its price will 
increase even more if the quality 
remains constanL But larger dia-
monds of inferior quality may ac-
tually be worth less than smaller, 
perfect diamonds. 
Although it's important to 
know the facts about diamonds, 
you certainly don't have to be an 
expert to choose a Keepsake Dia-
mond Ring . .. because Keepsake 
g11arn11fees a diamond of fine white 
color, correct cut and perfect clar-
ity or replacement assured. The fa-
mous Keepsake certificate provides 
permanen t registration, trade-in 
value and protection against Joss 
of diamonds from the setting. 
Your Keepsake Jeweler has 
a complete selection of new styles. 
He's in the Yellow Pages under 
"Jewelers." Or, dial free day or 
night long distance 800-245-6000. 
In Connecticut, call 800·942-0655. 
"EGISTE,.ED DIAMOND "INGS 
ct> 
·---·------·-·-·-·----·------------............................ _ ..___ .. _______ ·-----·---·-----·------
' I 
' . i HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING I 
i, Send new 20 pg. booklet, 0 Planning Your Engagem~nt and Wedding" ~. 
, plus full color folder and 44 pg. Bride's Book gift offer all for only 25t. , 
l S-71 ! 
: N• ! 
! Add•H I 
·.:.' City c 1· 
St•'M •P------
i KEEPSAKE, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, NEW YORK 15201 I 
"----------------------------·--------·--·---··-·-·····--·---·----·--------------·-----· 
Rinqs from $100 to $10,000 Trade Mark Req. A. H. Pond Co. 
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Alum Awards • • • 
(continued from page 1) not related to the confusion I suf· 
tional lawyer at the United Na· fered at Wellesley." However, she 
tions, had tea at the College Club went on to say, " It was not with 
on Friday afternoon with students the blessings of this school that 
of Hinduism. one day I wandered into Billings 
Phyllis Curtin and looked for someone to teach 
Although Phyllis Curtin studied me singing." 
political science at Wellesley, she Miss Curtin went on to discuss 
did take singing lessons from Ma- her political science major saying, 
dame Olga Averino of the music " People say to me, you certainly 
department. After Wellesley, Miss wouldn't major in that now, and 
Curtin went to opera school at the I say, 'No, I would major in his· 
New England Conservatory and tory.' " She explained that she was 
th ~n studied with Joseph Regress always interested in music. but dur· 
in New York. in1t the war she thought she ought 
No other American soprano has 1 , t~am about the world. 
sung so many premieres-twelve Laryngitis Problems 
~merican and four world prem- Miss Curtin said she has kept up 
teres. ~he has ~!so had more th~n her political science. "Most of my 
fifty. P,1eces wn~en for he~. M~ss colleagues are a pretty conserva-
Curtm s operatic repertotre m· tive lot," she said. "I'm too liberal 
eludes more than seven_ty roles. However, I only ha\oe a few col-
She has sung at such Jc:ading opera leagues with whom I have argu· 
hous~ as the Metropolitan, La ~: ments after which neither of us can 
la, Vienna State, Buenos A~res sing." She explained that she is Te~tre Colon, and she has given sent places by the State Depart· 
rec1~als .and appeared as symphony ment, who think they are sending 
~101st an more tha~ twent~ coun· good, safe, non-political events. She 
!r1es . . Last m~nt~ Miss Curtm sang concluded by saying, "Wellesley is 
~n Ph1ladel~h1a m the North ~er· an active part of my live every 
1can premiere of ShostakoV1cb's day." 
Fourteenth Symphony. . Miss Curtin conducted a master ~rs. ~auptfuhn:r 1~troduce~ class for the Music Club at TZE 
Miss Curtin by sa~mg, '!'h:re is on Saturday morning. She is mar· 
no doubt that Phyllis Curtin _is ~e ried to Eugene Cook, the photog-
gre~t.est so~rano ever to ma1or m rapher and has a young daughter. 
poht1cal science at Wellesley Col· ' 
lege." r---=====;---1 
Miss Curtin explained, "There CJOlfiilJA&i 
is nothing really in my life that is ~IWU 
,,.,.. .... ,.. 
a~Gil 
Camera • Frame Shop 
Your complete photo 
supply headquarters 
61 Central St. 23.5-4456 
Wet...., Hiiia 2Jl·0047 
NOWI la• TUISDAY, '-fl. U 
AIRPORT lg] 
Fltl·SAT: 6:30 & t Otfter bn: I 
Matlllfft Sot. thrv THS. ffl 2 
NEXTI Loven & Othet" 
Stnlll99rs IR> 
WELLESLEY NEWS 
ALICE TEPPER TO SPEAK 
"Wellesley's answer to Ralph 
:llader" ls how one economlst de· 
scribes Allee Tepper, founder of 
The Couoc.ll on Ecooondc Paiorl-
tles, who wUJ apeek Wed., Feb. 17 
In tbe Pope Room at 8 p.m. 
Wellesley '68. Allee la a well 
lmOWll authority on the question 
of social responslblllty and tbe 
corporation. Graduatlng with an 
economlcs major, she worked as 
an Investment a.nalyait, and orig!· 
nated a Hst of securities for people 
wlsblna' not to own stock ln war-
related corporations. Later, &be 
formed a croup of love.Up.ton 
who now provide Information 
about tbe actMtlee of lndlvlduaJ 
firms with respect to Po{lntloo, 
racbm, war and defense reeearch, 
and other matters of eoclal COD· 
cem. Tbe OoanclJ pllblJsha a 
monthly letter widely clttulated 
ID the lnWlStment world, and alao 
pobJlshes S(>ec:UIC repe>rta. That OD 
the paper lndaaltry and polhrtlon, 
l.aaed last fall, ienented national 
PQbllcltJ. 
Alce writes that sbe hopes to 
talk with students at the Wedllffo 
day meedJJc, to find oat what is-
sues society needs and wants to 
act upon, and how corporate ~ 






lly Joseph Fahey 
A 24-paRe l•ovki.,t t hnt trac..,. 
Cbti1'liftntty•,_ f'fforl~. th111t1Rh .!,Oou 
)'~"'·to limit th• ~""'J.t''-'t)" u ( w:.r. 
A balnnC"t'fl. fnctun l lllttur~ or 
~itiona n•ntc1nl!' from nil-out 
l\J)pruval ttht' Ci uicn1lt'2'). thnu11:h 
lim 1t l"f1 wa1· (th~ ju,..t.wo1 lhf'o1 \) . 
tu Ch r istian f)nrif\-.m 
.. Pe ncf', Wnr n ntl t he C:hri"ltinn 
Ct•nlllcic-ncr'' ronclwlt"" wh h ('t•nrr<·h• 
st eps the " ' 't• rnue ln1Hvi1tunl t•on tn'-:l· 
t o prumot~ .. llt'Rrl' 11n cn1· th-." 
In o ne year. Ov<'r li00,000 rouir~ 
in ch-c u lAt lon . Sins.rlt' to1,i<"'4 n 1·<' 




12 East 48th Street 
New York, N.Y. 10017 
'R do ' . ea,r n ••• SINGER, ART PROFESSOR 
SCllEDUIZD 
as "sick," if not more so. When Soprano Benita Veleate wlll ilve 
compared to the " problems" that a lieder recbl San., Feb. U, at 
others have, so what if "Miss Rear- 8 p.m. In Jewett. She wlD be ao-
1 ? , companJed by Thomas Grabb, u-don drinks a litt e · ' llsted by clarinet soloist Wiiiiam 
Superior Directing Wnellaa. 
There are many clever laugh Dr. 'lbomas Pelzel wm lect1lre 
prompters throughout the play on a torrer:r of an andeat art 
which lighten the often tense char· work l>Cllnted In Ole 18tb century 
acter interplays. The script's po- on Tues., Feb. lS. at I p.m. In 
tential has been successfully achiev· .... 1_ewett. __________ _ 
ed by perfect role casting and su-
perior directing.. Estelle ~arsons 
carefully maintains dry wit and 
nonchalance 11s she skillfully inter· 
plays with each of the characters. 
She is certainly the most outstand· 
ing of the actors involved. 
..... d I' ... 
............... ..._ .. 




u Omtnl St. 
Talre • ID'Mk 
from a.m food. 
A Meadl7 plMe 
tor .......... . 
GET WITH IT, GIRLS! 
ANTIQUE CLOTHES TO 1980 
Grizzly Furs - Beaded Bags - Costumes -
Victorian Jewelry - The largest supply 
th.is side of Cambridge. 
THE GOLDEN MUSHROOM Antiques 
Rt. 135, Downtown Natick - 10-4:30 pm. 
655-5454 
The first time they performed, 
the ad they had to follow was God. 
Back in church in Mississippi The Chambers 
Brothers were just little kids singing after a sermon. 
But the Baptists who watched them danced and 
swayed. And got the message even though it was 
little fellas doing the preaching. 
Then later on The Chambers Brothers added a 
drummer. Who played like he must have clapped 
in church himself. 
And it wasn't long before the group that gigged 
at backwoods revivals put their gospel frenzy into 
blues and rock, and brought it to places like the 
Fillmore and Carnegie Hall. 
And with the same feeling thnt made church-
folks twitch 20 years ago, The Chambers Brothers 
have made their latest album, "New Generation." 
With the addition of a 22-picce orchestra that plays 
on some of their songs. 
Of cou~. hack in rvlississippi, they stiH don't 
put a big band or fingcrpopping in the gospel. But 
sometimes it pays to play like the devil. 
Page Eight 
"CJVlUSATION" 
"Cl'\.illsation". art historian Sir 
Kenneth Clark's color ftlm l"e('Ord 
of Western man's ardstlc Ideas 
and achlevementt, will be lhown 
at Wellesley CoUeie on Sundays 
at S p.m. and '7:30 p.m. ~lllllnc 
February '7 and contlnalnA' tbroaP 
M8l't'b 21 . Open to the pa.bUc with-
out charge "Clvllltatlon" Is belnc 
presented b~· the Wrileeley Collf'le 
Friends of Art. 
Each 18 mllllmeter ftlm lasts 
Q minutes and two will be lbown 
each time, separated by a 15-mln· 
ate lntennlsston. All lhowtnp will 
be In Jewett Audltortam, with the 
excepClon of thole on Febnlu)• 14 
ud March 14, wtdcb wUJ be ln 
Room m, Pendleton Ball. 
For two years Clark and a ftve-
man crew travelled 80,000 miles In 
eleven coantrtes. ftl~ palnttnp, 
sculptures, clmrchell, p&laces, and 
landscape1. Narrated by Clark, the 
19rfee produced by the British 
Broahldhic Company tnM:e9 the 
history of Western culture from 
the Dark Ajt'eS to the present. In 
l!M18. BBC made the series 11'\'llll-
able to the National Gallery of Art 
In WashlRKton, D. C. and &Ince 
then It bu been wldel.v released 
and In the J>Ut year baa drawn 
record crowds to ~ In ma· 
!IE'oms and t'Ol~s throU«iflout the 
oountey as well aa llhowlnp on 
National EdDC'atlonal Telev181on. 
Clark hlm»elf bas "aid of "Civi-
lisation," "What I hope people 
will &:et from It 111 a belief In hu-
manity with all ll-; llhortoomlnp, 
a belief in a bal:ul<'e of Intellectual 
and emotional facultles, and a b&-
Uef in man &11 a whole." 
....... , Fl•ld 
....... fer 
An Occ••• 
• cmft'll&L 81 ¥*¥ 
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EB-WELL ... 
(continued from page 5) 
teers to assist doctors at community clinics and in oomrnumty work (little 
or no technical experience is neces:;ary). This project is, however, especially 
worthwhile for pre-medical students. 
Anottier continuing project is research on East Booton hist«y. A new 
office project involves researcmng and sec:ret:arlal work for Monsignor 
Pitaro. 
INFORMATION - Information on any ot these projects is ava!!eNe 
!rc:n Mr. Lcndcn ln the Scc.c!c&y cfEce, 130 Founders, or trom Mrs. Mary 
Nelson, tile EB-WELL Ccn1:er secn?tary, at 569-17n from 9:00 a.m. to 
noon Moo.-Thurs. Also, in.Iomiatr.on on speo'.fic projects can be obtained 
trcm the fdl~ field co-ordinators: Lee F1uomoy '71. legal aid (235-
973.5); Maggie Young ·n. health programs (237-0403); Bev Freeman '73, 
recreatlm (237-21651; Deedee Scully '71. East Boston proba!ion office 1237-
9722); Debbie Howard '72, drug COlmSE'l.ling (237-4756); Debbie Fuchs '72. 
IMPACT (237-47891: Kathy Pa'.'!on '73, b!ack studies !235-4678>: Susan Cox 
·n, East Boston history C235-9723l; Carol <brEtantian ·n. mental hee.l1h 
~ (235-2983): Lisa Jones '72, Head Start (237-46521: Dale Fredstoo 
'74, tt.1'0ring 1237-91201; Linda Meyers ·n. school volunteers (237-1117); 
Paige Martin '73, scouting <235-9660); and TetT.Y Berman '72, Blmes Junior 
High (568-17n). 
OPERATIONS - The EB-WEIL bus is still in operation. and will run 
on the following schedule: leave Wellesley at 7:45 a.m., 10:~ a.rn., and 
1:30 p.m.; Jeavp EB-WEIL Center at 8:45 a.m., 12:00 noon, and 3:30 p.m 
Tllis schcdu!e will be evaluated after one month ol operation. Students are 
remIDded that there will be no EB-WELL bus on Mon., Feb. 15. Also, any 
students driving into East Boston du~ lhe week on a regular basis should 
oootact me at 237-4664 so that ltleir names can be included in a carpool lisl. 
FALL SEMESTER - ISRAEL 
Brandeis University - Tiie Jacob Hiatt ht1tlhlte 
Shldy in Jerusalem, lsraef - July-December, 1971 
(40 shlclents from 25 universities ttnrolled in 19701 
Junion a11d Senion eligible 
Four courses - Hebrew aot ...quired - Eant 1' credih 
Cost: $2000 - Tuition, room, board, roumd-trip travel 
So- fl-ckll aid ovallable 
Write today for l•fonnatio11 - appllcatlo• cleadllae Morell 1st. 
THE HIATT INSTITUTE 
lltANDEJS UNIVERSITY 
WALTHAM, t.fASSACHUSms 02154 
Produced by Paul A. Rothchild 
Senate ... 
(continued from page /) 
vacancies. The other representative 
would serve from September to 
September. 
Election Schedule 
The next issue brought under 
consideration was the purpose of 
the proposed calendar for elections. 
Sue Irving pointed out that at 
present, there is no explicitly de-
fined system in the by-laws. This 
necessitates drawing up a new 
schedule annually. The new eaten-
ThUJ'Sday, February 11, 19'71 
dar was designed to be ultimately 
included in the by-laws to provide 
for a more organized system, Sue 
explained. Senate decided to recon-
sider the proposal at the nexl 
meeting. 
The meeting ended with a dis-
cussion of campaign poster regula-
tions. Traditionally the normal 
11 x 14 inch limit is waived for the 
interim of the elections. Mrs. Mel-
vin stated that poster regulations 
need total reviewing. T:1e motion 
holding the traditional waiving of 
regulations was passed. 
l\lew \'ork City ... 
and how to swing it. 
The Biltmore puts 1t togi~ther. With our Special 
STUDENT Rate~. Your own pad, right in the mid-
dle of everything thal makes Fun City everything 
it is. And everything going on the East Side, West 
Side and Village 1s all about 15 minutes away . 
For students, $15 single, $21 twin. $26 triple. For 
facult~" $23 single. $29 twin 
for rneruations, caU FREE 
From anywhere in the Continental U.SA •... 800-221-2690 
In New York State .....•..••• .•• ..•...•... 800-522-64-49 
New York City (local) ........................ 340-2776 
THE A REALTY HOTEL 
BILTMORE 
"" f11mous Hotel With Cre11t Tr11dilion" 
.\1'd•~on Avcnuc ac 43rd Street 
New York, N Y, 10017 
Also avall•ble on tape 
